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Abstract. The research presented in this paper describes a new architecture for
controlling powered wheelchairs. A Raspberry Pi microcomputer is considered
to assist in controlling direction. A Raspberry Pi is introduced between user input
switches and powered wheelchair motors to create an intelligent Human Machine
Interface (HCI). An electronic circuit is designed that consists of an ultrasonic
sensor array and a set of control relays. The sensors delivered information about
obstructions in the surrounding environment of the wheelchair. Python
programming language was used to create a program that digitized the user
switches output and assessed information provided by the ultrasonic sensor array.
The program was installed on a Raspberry Pi and the Raspberry Pi controlled
power delivered to the motors. Tests were conducted and results showed that the
new system successfully assisted a wheelchair user in avoiding obstacles. The
new architecture can be used to intelligently interface any input device or sensor
system to powered wheelchair.
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Introduction

Research described here is part of a bigger research project to improve mobility and
enhance the quality of life of disabled powered wheelchair users by increasing their
self-confidence and reliance [1]. A new architecture is described that acquires steering
inputs from users and intelligently combines them with sensor readings to assist a
disabled user to drive safely.
The World Health Organization’s (WHO) report on disability stated about 15% of
world population were suffering of some type of disability and 2-4% of them
experience significant difficulties in mobility. These numbers were higher than
previous WHO estimates due to population ageing, rapid spread of chronic diseases, as
well as modern medical treatment improvement [2].
In many cases, people with disabilities struggle with daily manoeuvring tasks and
can be dependent on helpers and carers for other daily activities [3]. Disabled users of
powered wheelchairs may not have the required ability or sufficient mobility due to
hand, finger, shoulder, arm or more widespread incapability, and may not have

adequate lower limb strength to propel a manual wheelchair [4]. An intelligent driving
system could ease their mobility problem and reduce their dependency on others.
A smart wheelchair is a combination of a powered wheelchair with an intelligent
sensor system and computer algorithms needed to make immediate intelligent decisions
for path planning and collision avoidance [3]. A driver supplies speed and direction
using an input device, for example levers, switches or joysticks. A wheelchair then
starts to move at the desired speed towards the chosen direction. A user can then make
adjustments to avoid obstacles. The preferred direction is combined with sensor output
[5-17] to help the drivers.
Many researchers investigated navigation and steering [18–22] and obstacles
avoidance [23] has been considered using local sensors [24], but they have barely
moved out of the laboratory to assist disabled wheelchair users. A new architecture is
described here that uses sensors to effectively assist with driving. The new system
quickly responds to objects and aims to prevent a user from driving in the direction of
an obstacle.
Raspberry Pi microcomputers have often been seen as reliable powerful
microcomputers with small physical size and low cost. Two models were launched in
2012: A and B. In 2014, Model B+ was launched with numerous enhancements based
on users feedback [25]. The research conducted in this paper used Raspberry Pi model
B+.
An ultrasonic sensor array was considered to detect objects surrounding a
wheelchair. Powered wheelchair users provided their desired direction using binary
switches. Python programming language was used to create a program that acquired
users’ direction and analyzed information provided from the ultrasonic sensor array. A
program was installed on a Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi and the electronic circuit
converted users input from switches into digital logic levels. A compromise between
the desires of a driver and distance to nearby obstacles was conducted. If there was no
obstacle detected in the direction supplied by the user, the Raspberry Pi activated a set
of specific relays that provided power to the wheelchair motor responsible for driving
the wheelchair in the chosen direction. If an obstacle was detected in that direction, the
Raspberry Pi switched-off power to the motor responsible for driving the wheelchair in
that direction and avoided the obstacle. Detection range could be digitally tuned by the
intelligent controller from 2cm to 500cm. New courses were simulated before testing
in the laboratory using ultrasonic sensor arrays, Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Powered Wheelchairs considered for the research.

Many researchers considered sensors to assist wheelchair users with avoiding items
safely [26]: infrared sensors [27], ultrasonics [28], and structured lighting [29]. Global
methods cannot coordinated output when used inside buildings [30] and local systems
provided more successful results: gyroscopes, odometers, tilt sensors and ultrasonics
[31-33]. Cameras are becoming affordable but the processing of the data can be
complicated. Computers are becoming affordable and more powerful [30], so cameras
are often used. Despite that, a disabled driver can often provide the best data about what
is required, but visual impairment or a disability may still reduce that ability [34].
In the work presented in this paper, ultrasonic sensors were considered due to their
simplicity, robustness, and low cost [32]. Section 2 briefly explains the sensors, Section
3 presents the intelligent controller and HCI created to interface to the sensors. Section
4 presents results and Section 5 presents discussion and conclusions.
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Sensors

Sensors considered in this research were the same as those used in [35]. Sensors were
placed under footrests [36]. The distance from a detected object was determined by
measuring the flight time required for a pulse to be sent and reflected back to a
receiver(s) [37]. Fig. 2 shows the envelop of the ultrasonic sensor and a potential grid
that can be created.
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Fig. 2. The envelope for the ultrasonic sensor.

If no object was detected, then range could be digitally until an object was detected.
Warnings could then be generated regarding obstructions ahead.
HC SR04 ultrasonic sensors were studied and tested by considering different objects
to create polar plots. The physical architecture of these sensors prevented them from
suffering from side lobe interference. Objects with different shapes and sizes were
considered. The sensors detected small cylindrical objects with diameters less than 0.65
cm 15 cm away to larger objects 5 meters away. Figs. 3-6 show polar plots for different
sensors detecting different objects at different distances.
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Fig. 3. Polar plot for HC SR04 ultrasonic sensor detecting 0.639 cm cylindrical metal object.

Meters

Fig. 4. Polar plot for HC SR04 ultrasonic sensor detecting 2.188 cm cylindrical metal object.

Meters

Fig. 5. Polar plot for HC SR04 ultrasonic sensor detecting (4X8) cm rectangular plastic object.

Meters

Fig. 6. Polar plot for HC SR04 ultrasonic sensor detecting (5.5X8.2) cm rectangular plastic
object.

An architecture of five ultrasonic sensors was considered to produce an array, the
ultrasonic sensors array was used to assess the wheelchair surroundings. Five HC SR04
ultrasonic sensors were used (3 were mounted to the front, 1 to the right and 1 to the
left). The sensors provided distance to the nearest object in their detection zone. Python

programming language was used to create a program that stopped a wheelchair from
moving in the direction of an object if it was detected at a close distance. The range
could be digitally tuned in the program from 2 cm to 500cm.
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Intelligent Controller and Human Computer Interface (HCI)

An electronic circuit was created to digitise the output of the users’ switches. A
Raspberry Pi microcomputer was introduced between the users’ switches and the
wheelchair motors. The Raspberry Pi could be used as an intelligent controller and
interface to any type of input device such as a joystick, chin, blow or head switch, or
an EEG helmet.
User switches were connected the Raspberry Pi using a 9 pin D-connector. The
following stages were used to digitize the output from the users’ switches in order to
create the intelligent controller and HCI:
1. Voltage drop (12V  5V): The switches operated two 12V DC motors.
Raspberry Pi operated at 5V DC. The output from the input switches was
reduced to 5V DC using CD4050BE Hex Buffer.
2. Python program 1: A program was created to acquire the output from switches.
3. Common collector circuit: Common collector circuits were created to operate
the 5V DC relays. Fig. 7 shows the circuit diagram of the common collector
circuit used. Fig. 8 shows a prototype of the circuits used.
4. Python program 2: Controls the wheelchair and provides intelligent HCI.

Fig. 7. Common Collector circuit diagram.

Fig. 8. Common Collector circuit considered for the new system.

A flywheel diode was used to provide a path for the current when the coil was switched
off, this would prevent a voltage spike from occurring and damaging switch contacts
or destroying switching transistors.
The architecture described in this section successfully interfaced input switches and
intelligently controlled the operation of the switches to accurately transfer the desires
of the wheelchair users to the wheelchair motors. The input from the switches
(representing the wishes of the user) were passed on to a basic intelligent system
contained within the Raspberry Pi. The software is written in Python. The information
form the switches will then be combined with the input from the sensors to produce a
new speed and direction. The new trajectory will be safer and avoid collision. A simple
system has been created now to test scenarios and to gauge what might be possible.
Once testing of the basic system is completed then more and more intelligence will be
added.
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Results

The work presented in this paper considered an ultrasonic sensor array to assess the
surrounding of a powered wheelchair, digitized the output of users’ switches and helped
wheelchair users in driving their wheelchairs safely.
A driver provided a desired direction by pressing a switch, which triggered a specific
5V DC relay that controlled the power supplied to the wheelchair motor responsible to
drive the wheelchair in the desired direction.
Binary switches were used as an interface between a disabled user and their
wheelchair to adjust bearing and speed. The digitization of the output of the binary
switches combined with data from a sensor system could enhance driving by decreasing
the number of collisions. Human drivers often use their own skill to drive their powered
wheelchair, but sensors delivered a more repeatable and accurate reading, and could
cover for any lack of ability or awareness. The new system blended human driving skill
with autonomy and then involvement from the systems if necessary. When moving
through complex or changing environment the sensors could provide better outcomes
that could lead to safer decisions.

Disabled wheelchair drivers could successfully drive their wheelchairs using their
input device and the system avoided obstacles. The sensors ensured that the wheelchair
was safe as it moved.
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Discussion and Conclusions

The architecture presented in this paper is part of a larger research project concerned
with improving mobility and enhancing the quality of life of disabled powered
wheelchair users by increasing their self-confidence and reliance [1].
This paper presented a system that could interface any user input device to a powered
wheelchair. The new systems might reduce the need for helpers and introduce more
independence.
The electrical current that drove the motors was created from intelligently mixing
the output from the sensor reading and the desired direction provided by a disabled
driver. In an environment with few obstacles or if the obstacle(s) were far apart, then
a driver would not need any support. If there were many obstacles in the way or there
were obstructions close to the wheelchair, then the new sensor system was able to
reduce the weight of the inputs from joysticks or switches to prevent a collision from
happening.
The authors are currently studying ways to apply Machine Learning and other
computationally inexpensive AI techniques to improve this research. Future work will
consider the application of Machine Learning techniques and aim at collecting user data
to predict driving patterns, assess driving skills progress and analyze ability factors
denoting the ability of a user to operate their wheelchair. Specifically some decisionmaking algorithms will be investigated [38 – 40].
Results showed that the new system performed accurately. Systems and methods are
clinically trialed at Chailey Heritage School as part of a larger ERSPC research project
[1].
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